


Globally, over 800 million people sleep hungry every night.   

The Plated Project is on a mission to change this cruel reality.  

How? 

Each month we craft a theme that revolves around a social issue linked to hunger. 

We then join forces with talented artists from around the world to create limited edition, art-infused 
products under the theme.  

Each of these works of art tell unique stories to spark conversations that lead to awareness. 

The sale of each item also contributes a minimum of 10 meals for the social cause (we donate 50% 
of our net profits to hunger related charities every month). 



THE IMPACT



525,000 MEALS SPONSORED 
across the world

10+ CHARITIES SUPPORTED 
150,000 meals donated in one month alone for COVID-19 relief

100+ GLOBAL ARTISTS  
part of the community



FEATURED IN 
40+ GLOBAL 
PUBLICATIONS



Featured by Meta in their latest TVC - watch here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9p-93TLtZo


FEATURED AT 
ART BASEL 2021
with Marriott Bonvoy



A MEMORY OF THE FUTURE
Showcased at Art Basel Hong Kong 2021. 
 
An initiative by us in collaboration with Marriott 
International to preserve the art-forms of Hong 
Kong which are slowly fading away.  
 
Featured global artists such as Suket Dhir,  
Anila Agha, Insane51 and more! 
 
10 limited edition plates of each artist’s work 
were also sold to raise funds for charity.



WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY



I just wanted to thank The  
Plated Project for the amazing 
plates. All of our friends and 
family loved it! 

- Rohit

I would like to add that this is a 
great initiative and I absolutely 
love the artworks. I’ve referred a 
bunch of my friends to the 
platform as well. 

- Mary Margret

Not just a plate!  
This is one of the few products 
that took over my heart not just 
for how beautiful it is, but also  
for the cause behind it. 

- Mrinmayee Kundalia



BRANDS WE HAVE COLLABORATED WITH



THE ARTISTS



SUKET DHIRMALIKA FAVRE ANILA AGHA SATISH GUPTA



INDIAPORTLAND INDIA
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FRANCENEW YORK SPAINGERMANY



THE PRODUCTS



DECOR PLATES DINNERWARE CANDLES



OFFERING #1 

ART-DECOR PLATES



We work with global artists to create 
limited edition art plates. 

Each plate highlights a social issue 
linked to hunger in a unique manner.  

So far, we have had global icons like 
Malika Favre, Suket Dhir and more 
collaborate with us to create these!

ART DECOR UNLIKE ANY OTHER



EXCLUSIVE DECOR PLATES 
• Exclusive decor plates crafted by leading artists  
• Available in 10 inch and 7.5 inches 
• Ceramic plates with high quality digital print



RED DOT EDIT 
• Only 50 pieces produced at a time 
• Each artwork is part of our most coveted curations 
• Each purchase = 20 meals donated



Full catalog of art available at the end of this deck 
(PAGE 50) 
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WHAT CAN BE CUSTOMIZED?



Each plate comes packed in a sleek black 
box which is elegant and safe for shipping 
(with two layers of foam for extra protection)



The packaging can be customised as needed.  

Every aspect of the packaging - from the 
colour, shape, custom logo, emblem, initials 
or other details can be customised.



Each plate comes with a 
pre-attached sturdy hook. 

The logo on the back of the 
plate can be customised.



True personalisation! 

A custom message can be etched on the 
back of the plate as well. 

This message can change on each plate!



Each box can include a 
custom-designed card that 
tells your story your way.  

It also can include details 
about the cause you care 
about, the artist and the 
artworks.



CAN WE GET CUSTOM ART MADE?
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YES! We have a pool of 100+ artists with diverse styles that 
can create art to suit the brief you have in mind.



CUSTOM ARTWORKS CREATED FOR SOME OF OUR CLIENTS

INDEEDMETA (FACEBOOK) TASTEMADE



OFFERING #2  

DINNERWARE



RAABTA: A CELESTIAL SAGA
Inspired by a celestial love story, our inaugural dinnerware 
collection weaves together art, science and impact. 



We brought together a fine 
poet and an acclaimed artist 
to reimagine this timeless tale 
with elegant prose and art on 
Fine Bone China elevated 
with 24K Gold accents.





OFFERING #3 

ART SERVE-WARE



Our debut serve-ware collection that 
goes beyond tea time.  

It weaves in storytelling and art on 
hand-crafted pieces of Fine Bone 
China, elevated with 24K gold details. 

Exclusive pieces that are guaranteed 
to spark conversations!

ART MEETS TEA



BETWEEN THE LINES 
This collection is a modern rendition of classic 
masterpieces using minimalist art. 
It comes crafted in Fine Bone China, 
with each delicate stroke accentuated in 24K gold. 





PART OF ME 
This collection celebrates women and their lives 
through simple, minimalist art. Hand-crafted in 
Fine Bone China, each piece navigates the twists 
and turns of a woman’s life.  

Bold lines encapsulate her hair, while splashes of 
colour highlight her beauty.





OFFERING #4  

THE MEMORY JAR CANDLES



Have you ever noticed a familiar smell that 
immediately transported you to a lost time?  

That is the “Proust effect”, the spontaneous 
cue of vivid memories. 

We have reimagined the humble candle to 
hone this immersive experience that 
interacts with all of your five senses and 
brings fond memories back to you. 

A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE!



A first of its kind, The Memory Jar is a multi-sensory 
experience that starts with a scented candle made 
of hand-poured soy wax.  

Just a whiff can transport you to a lost time, 
where your fondest memories exist.





The gift box stirs memories by engaging the five senses:  
1. Smell - a unique smell crafted around a memory and not 

just ingredients 
2. Sight - unique art created around the memory 
3. Sound - a playlist curated to transport back to the memory 
4. Touch - unique polaroids, scrap books and other inserts  
5. Taste - curated food items from the past



PERSONALIZE YOUR MEMORY JAR 

Apart from their unique scents, The Memory Jar 
also come with a custom-made polaroid and 
printed letter, to celebrate those unforgettable 
moments. 

How it works: 
• Choose a candle that best describes your 

favourite moment. 
• Customise a polaroid by uploading a photo 

of your choice. 
• Include a personalised printed letter with 

your sweet words.



#ArtAgainstHunger
Email: info@theplatedproject.com 

Phone:  +91 9594017677 
www.theplatedproject.com

mailto:chitresh@theplatedproject.com
http://www.theplatedproject.com


ART PLATES CATALOG



EXCLUSIVE DECOR PLATES





















THE RED DOT EDITION



ART-PLATE SETS











BUY A PLATE, FILL A PLATE!


